Cardiac cells implanted into a cylindrical, vascularized chamber in vivo: pressure generation and morphology.
We have previously described a model to implant dissociated cells into a cylindrical, vascularized bed in vivo to promote the formation of functional cardiac muscle constructs. We now investigate the cellular organization and the ability of the constructs to generate intra-luminal pressure. Primary cardiac cells were isolated from hearts of 2-3 day old rats, suspended in fibrin gel and inserted into the lumen of silicone tubing. The silicone tubing was then implanted around the femoral vessels in the groin region of recipient animals. After 3 weeks, the constructs were harvested, placed in an in vitro bath and cannulated via the incorporated femoral artery with a pressure transducer for evaluation of intra-luminal pressure dynamics. Histological evaluation showed the presence of a concentric ring of cardiac cells surrounding the femoral vessels. There was also a significant amount of collagen present around cardiac cells. In addition, we observed a significant amount of neovascularization of the explanted constructs. Electron microscopy showed the presence of longitudinally aligned fibers with a large number of gap junctions. Upon electrical stimulation of a single pulse (7 V, 1.2 ms), the constructs generated an intra-luminal pressure of 1.19 +/- 0.45 mmHg (n = 6). In addition, we were able to electrically pace the constructs at frequencies of 0.5-5 Hz. A Starling behavior of the inverse relation between baseline pressure and twitch pressure was observed. Cardiac cells implanted for 3 weeks into the cylindrical vascularized bed formed a tissue construct that demonstrated many of the contractile properties and morphology expected of functioning cardiac tissues.